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The title of this reflection serves to both bring into focus and define the 

limitations of our topic. We are speaking of practical, applicative aspects; 

theological doctrine and norms regarding the sacrament of Reconciliation 

will therefore be assumed as a premise. This study will focus on a few 

concrete cases that might arise in confession, involving the confessor’s 

responsibility when faced with a penitent who reports facts relative to the 

protection of minors and vulnerable adults. Certain operative proposals, 

also with regard to the formation of sacred ministers, will arise from this 

analysis and the questions it raises. 

Preliminarily, it would be beneficial to briefly recall some of the 

fundamental points regarding the inviolability of the seal, which will serve 

as the basis for the reflections and practical suggestions to follow. An 

introductory reference to the Note of the Apostolic Penitentiary on the topic 

of the sacramental seal will provide a helpful and authoritative support for 

our reflection. 

 

1. The Inviolability of the Seal 

We refer the reader to other studies published in this same volume of 

Periodica that deal more directly with the issue of the sacramental seal. 

Here, we will limit our considerations to the recollection of two premises. 

The first fundamental point is the absolute and unconditional nature of the 

inviolability, which cannot even be at the disposal of the penitent. In line 

with the criteria according to which the seal would exist precisely for the 

penitent’s protection, some have attempted to maintain the position that 
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penitents have the right to manage the seal and, therefore, the aptitude to 

free the confessor from the bond, on the condition that this is done with an 

unequivocal form of authorization
1
. The authority of Thomas Aquinas has 

commonly been invoked in support of this thesis. In his writings, he poses 

the question of if, with the license of the penitent, the confessor can reveal 

to others that which is the object of the seal
2
. The reading of Aquinas’s text, 

however, inspires some fundamental reflections. First and foremost, 

Thomas reiterates the doubtless motivations in support of the inviolability 

of the seal, the first of which is that the seal pertains to the essence of the 

sacrament
3
, «such that, even when every obligation secretum servandi that 

is due in justice to the penitent himself might cease, when, that is, the 

penitent renounces this right of his, there still remains the more-than-

sufficient motivation that longe praevalet, which is the bonum sacramenti, 

namely the respect due to the sacrament, to the act of divine worship which 

is the celebration of the sacrament of penance»
4
. The second motivation in 

favor of the inviolability of the seal is the risk of scandal
5
. Despite the 

persuasive strength of these two motivations, Thomas envisions the 

possibility of the penitent giving the priest license to speak
6
. However, to 

admit that the penitent can «play» with the material of confession, 

considering the confessor as God in one moment and man in another, 

seems to be a position that is not fully embraceable with respect to the 

relationship with God that, once realized, no longer falls under the sole 

                                                             
1
 Among others, see the interesting and effective summary in R. CORONELLI, «Il 

significato ecclesiale del segreto», Quaderni di diritto ecclesiale 26 (2013) 30-34. 
2
 Art. 2. «Utrum de licentia poenitentis possit sacerdos peccatum quod sub sigillo 

confessionis habet, alteri prodere». THOMAS AQUINAS, In 4 Sent, Dist. 21, q. 3, a. 2. 
3
 «(solutio) Duo sunt propter quae sacerdos tenetur peccatum occultare. Primo et 

principaliter, quia ipsa occultatio est de essentia sacramenti, inquantum scit illud ut 

Deus, cuius vicem gerit ad confessionem. Alio modo propter scandalum vitandum». 

THOMAS AQUINAS, In 4 Sent, Dist. 21, q. 3, a. 2. 
4
 D.-M.A. JAEGER, «Situazioni particolari e questioni specifiche del ministero 

penitenziale», in K. NYKIEL – P.CARLOTTI – A.SARACO, ed., Il sigillo sacramentale e la 

privacy pastorale, Città del Vaticano 2015, 94 (our translation). 
5
 «Tamen debet cavere scandalum dicendo, ne fractor sigilli praedicti reputetur». 

THOMAS AQUINAS, In 4 Sent, Dist. 21, q. 3, a. 2. 
6
 «Potest autem poenitens facere ut illud quod sacerdos sciebat ut Deus, sciat etiam ut 

homo; quod facit dum eum licentiat ad dicendum; et ideo si dicat, non frangit sigillum 

confessionis». THOMAS AQUINAS, In 4 Sent, Dist. 21, q. 3, a. 2. 
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responsibility of man
7
. To insist on the text of Thomas, moreover, would 

fail to account for the opposing positions of other scholars
8
. 

Recently, there was an attempt to base this line of argumentation in 

reference to the interpretation of the verb prodere in can. 983
9
. The 

meaning of the term, in line with preceding canonical legislation, requires 

that no nuances or specifications that do not pertain to the proper sense of 

the term be introduced
10

. Accepting the penitent’s invitation to break the 

initial pact is also to betray the penitent. 

The doctrine affirming the absolute inviolability of the seal, on the other 

hand, appears more solid. Indeed, 

The sacramental seal does not protect the individual penitent alone, such that, 

on the basis of the principle scienti et consentienti non fit iniuria, he could free 

the confessor from the bond of the secret originating from sacramental 

confession. The sacramental seal is designated to (also) protect the sacrament 

itself and, therefore, is it not at the penitent’s disposal to free the confessor 

from the seal
11

. 

                                                             
7
 It is altogether different to admit that the penitent may repeat his accusations in the 

extra-sacramental forum: «Cum autem poenitens dat licentiam loquendi confessario, hic 

notitiam rerum percipit ut homo, secundum ipsum Angelicum, ideoque in foro humano. 

Porro toto coelo differt profecto, quod sacerdos rem aliquam cognoscat qua Deus vel 

qua homo, quod fidelis loquatur in foro Dei vel in foro humano. Nec sane in potestate 

poenitentis est, quod res cognita in foro Dei, fiat cognita in foro humano, sine nova 

atque expressa eiusdem rei communicatione in ipso foro humano facta». F. CAPPELLO, 

Tractatus canonico-moralis De Sacramentis, II, Romae 1963
7
, n. 621. 

8
 It exceeds the scope of this study to delve into the question. Regarding the positions 

of Duns Scotus and Felice Cappello, see G. INCITTI, «Il Confessore e il Sacramento 

della Riconciliazione. Doveri e diritti dei penitenti», Address to the XXX Course on the 

Internal Forum, 25-29 March 2019, Rome, Palazzo della Cancelleria, consultable on the 

official site of the Apostolic Penitentiary. 
9
 Cf. D.S. BREWER, «The Right of a Penitent to release the Confessor from the Seal: 

considerations in Canon Law and American Law», The Jurist 54 (1994) 446. 
10

 This seems to be the limitation of Brewer’s proposal when, in the article cited, on 

the basis of definitions taken from language dictionaries, he affirms that the verb pro-

dere means «“to betray perfidiously, surrender treacherously”. Both “perfidious” and 

“treacherous” denote a violation of faith or trust. Hence, there can be no betrayal if there 

is no disloyalty. Canon 983, in its use of prodere, presupposes some violation of trust if 

a crime or truly heinous act is to be imputed to the confessor. There can be no such 

violation when a penitent expressly consents to the revelation of confessional matter». 

D. S. BREWER, «The Right of a Penitent» (cf. nt. 9), 446. 
11

 G.P. MONTINI, «La tutela penale del sacramento della penitenza. I delitti nella 

celebrazione del sacramento (Cann. 1378; 1387; 1388)», in GRUPPO ITALIANO DOCENTI 

DI DIRITTO CANONICO, ed., Le sanzioni nella Chiesa, Milano 1997, 226-227, nota 42 
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A second fundamental point is that the type of sin or delict that is the 

object of this particular study falls fully under the matter of the seal, 

presenting no elements that would justify its removal. Authors have always 

debated whether it is licit to use material acquired in confession, as it 

remains true that not all that which is learned in confession falls under the 

seal. Words or actions that are hypothetically accused of revealing the 

material proper to the seal must necessarily be connected to it. Whenever, 

for example, a request is made of a priest on the occasion of confession 

(bringing communion to a sick person), he would not break any seal by 

carrying out that request because, at the very most, he would reveal only a 

piece of information that was in no way connected with the material of 

confession falling under the sacramental seal. 

Therefore, it does not appear suitable to invoke such topics in order to 

justify a request to renounce the seal in the matter of abuses. 

 

2. The Note of the Apostolic Penitentiary 

We will now refer to the recent Note of the Apostolic Penitentiary
12

 

which, among the various topics addressed, offers noteworthy elements 

useful for the purposes of the topic at hand. As a premise, though, it is 

necessary to clarify the juridical nature of such a pronouncement. It was the 

Pontifical Council for Legislative Texts who began publishing orientations 

of this type, referring to them as «Notes». Strong objections have been 

raised in this regard, saying, among other things, that such interventions 

may more easily encroach on territory outside the specific competence of 

that dicastery
13

. Criticism has come mostly from the academic world, 

which often considers itself the sole authority competent to interpret the 

mens legislatoris. In reality, these «Notes», which were not academic 

speculations and which did not arise from the initiative of the Council, 

were responses to «pastoral» problems raised by the competent dicasteries 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

(our translation); the author writes: «A nessuno infatti sfugge che se il sigillo fosse nella 

disponibilità del penitente, quest’ultimo potrebbe essere soggetto indirettamente a 

pressioni tali (morali, sociali ecc.) perché liberi il confessore dal vincolo di segreto, che 

in realtà equivarrebbe alla cancellazione della tutela reale del sigillo sacramentale». 
12

 Note of the Apostolic Penitentiary on the importance of the internal forum and the 

inviolability of the sacramental seal, 01.07.2019, L’Osservatore Romano, 2 July 2019. 
13

 «otro tipo de soluciones por el contrario están más expuestas a invadir áreas de 

competencia que pueden parecer no decididamente propias del Consejo». J. OTADUY, 

«Sobre las “notas explicativas” del Consejo pontificio para la interpretación de los tex-

tos legislativos», Ius Ecclesiae 9 (1997) 645. 
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to which, generally, diocesan bishops had turned
14

. Therefore, we must not 

underestimate the value of the pronouncement merely because it lacks the 

binding force of a law. Its force derives from the authoritativeness of its 

source, given the specific competence of the Penitentiary. We also cannot 

overlook the fact that the Note was approved by the Roman Pontiff who, 

moreover, spared no praise in its regard, perhaps revealing his own 

personal involvement in its origin
15

. 

 

3. Self-Reporting as a Condition for Absolution? 

The above-cited Note affirms that «In the presence of sins that involve 

criminal offenses, it is never permissible, as a condition for absolution, to 

place on the penitent the obligation to turn himself in to civil justice»
16

. 

In the area of abuses, this affirmation is in contrast with the position held 

by authors, either generally
17

, as a possible «conciliatory» response with 

relation to the civil authority
18

, or as a «hope»
19

. Some religious orders
20

 

                                                             
14

 See, for example, among the first: Note on the obligation of the Bishop to reside in 

the Diocese, Communicationes 28 (1996) 182-186; Note on general absolution, 

Communicationes 28 (1996) 177-181; Note on the binding value of n. 66 of the 

Directory for the ministry and life of priests, Communicationes 27 (1995) 193-194. 
15

 «Un’altra cosa tipica dell’atteggiamento di proselitismo è che non distingue tra il 

foro interno e quello esterno. È il peccato in cui molti gruppi religiosi cadono oggi. Per 

questo ho chiesto alla Penitenzieria apostolica di fare una dichiarazione sul foro interno, 

e la dichiarazione che hanno fatto è davvero molto buona». A. SPADARO, ed., «“La 

sovranità del Popolo di Dio”. I dialoghi di papa Francesco con i gesuiti di Mozambico e 

Madagascar», La Civiltà Cattolica 170/4 (2019) 6. 
16

 The Note continues with the motivation on which we will not comment here, as it 

exceeds the scope of our topic: «by virtue of the natural principle, incorporated in every 

system, according to which “nemo tenetur se detegere”». 
17

 «Se a confessarsi è l’abusatore, è essenziale condizionare l’assoluzione all’auto-

denuncia». REDAZIONE*, ed., «10 domande e 10 risposte sulla pedofilia», Tredimensioni 

8 (2011) 297-307. 
18

 «Sin embargo, la opción de la retención de la absolución sacramental podría ser 

considerada para aplicarse, come último recurso, en jurisdicciones donde tal posición 

pacificara a las autoridades civiles». T. MBADIWE OSUALA, «Sigilo sacramental y de-

nuncia obligatoria del abuso de menores. Una mirada global», Revista Española de 

Derecho Canónico 76 (2019) 237-238. 
19

 It is our hope that some statements appearing in the press prove untrue: «al prete 

confessore il diritto canonico concede solo la possibilità di imporre al penitente 

un’adeguata riparazione, come condizione indispensabile per l’assoluzione, compresa 

quella di consegnarsi alle autorità civili» [the most recent consultation 18/11/2019], 

https://www.linkiesta.it/blog/2012/12/abusi-sessuali-su-minori-e-se-il-segreto-confessio

nale-non-esistesse-p/. 
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and particular churches
21

 have introduced it as praxis. 

The quoted statement contains two elements that could generate doubts: 

the notion of «condition for absolution» and the notion of «turning oneself 

in to civil justice». When it is said that absolution must or should be 

conditional to the completion of another action, this action would then be 

configured as a prejudicial act or conditio sine qua non. But is this a «debt» 

that must be «paid» prior to absolution? The combined dispositions of 

canons 959 and 987 CIC, distilling the broadest theological content of the 

penitential path, identify in the propositum sese emendandi habens a 

condition for receiving forgiveness. The Note, too, affirms that «belonging 

to the very “structure” of the Sacrament of Reconciliation, as a condition 

for its validity, is sincere repentance, together with the firm intention to 

reform and not repeat the evil committed». The variation present in the 

CCEO is interesting in this regard, which in can. 718 affirms even more 

incisively the propositum novae vitae ineunt. 

Repentance is the space, and perhaps the only space which the confessor 

can and, at times, must «investigate»
22

. In fact, in these types of crimes, 

there is no latae sententiae sanction that would impede the confessor, in 

normal circumstances, from proceeding to give absolution. In the case of a 

doubt, he could proceed in dialogue with the penitent, but never in an 

inquisitorial way
23

; however, once he has confirmed the presence of 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
20

 For example, the French province of Jesuits: «l’absolution dans ce cas est norma-

lement conditionnée par l’acceptation sincère du pénitent de respecter les exigences ci-

dessus, et en particulier l’obligation de se dénoncer aux autorités publiques. Il sera 

clairement expliqué au pénitent que “l’absolution est sous condition”». PROVINCE DE 

FRANCE DE LA COMPAGNIE DE JESUS, «Face aux situations d’abus sexuels. Préventions 

et actions», 29/08/2016 [the most recent consultation: 24/11/2019], https://www.jesu

ites.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Province-de-France-de-la-Compagnie-de-J%C3%

A9sus-Face-aux-situations-dabus-sexuels.pdf. 
21

 We are referring, for example, to a praxis in force in the diocese of Lausanne, 

Geneva and Fribourg which establishes, among other things, that «si un auteur d’abus 

demande pardon, le confesseur doit lui demander de se dénoncer aux autorités 

compétentes et de réparer le préjudice auprès de la victime. Ce n’est qu’après avoir 

satisfait à ces deux exigences que l’absolution peut lui être accordée». A new 

formulation present on the same site no longer employs the previous formulation. Cf. 

https://www.diocese-lgf.ch/fileadmin/documents/Documents/Abus/20190912_charte_a

bus_f.pdf [the most recent consultation: 17/11/2019]. 
22

 As concerns absolution, the confessor is indeed asked to have no doubts about 

repentance (can. 980). 
23

 The teachings of Pope Francis on this topic are numerous and extraordinarily rich, 

such as: «There is no need to shame someone who has already recognized his sin and 

knows he has done wrong; an inquisition is not necessary — those confessors who ask 
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repentance, the confessor must absolve
24

. 

The confessor is called to confirm that the penitent has the proper 

disposition, sincere repentance, and the will to convert — elements that 

may never be true if the penitent is to exclude, substitute or avoid the 

process of both making reparation for the damage caused and re-

establishing civil and ecclesial justice
25

. The penitent’s sincere willingness 

to undertake an itinerary that would lead him, outside of confession, to turn 

himself over to the authority is, in our opinion, a sufficient element of the 

integral sincerity of his repentance. The only «condition», therefore, is 

repentance. 

We may then ask whether turning oneself in can be imposed as 

«penance». Firstly, it is helpful to observe that the terminology «con-

dition/penance» runs the risk of relegating the richness and gravity of the 

subject’s personal responsibility to a bottleneck of juridical positivism. It is 

not the mere external execution of an activity, often consisting, even today, 

in a certain number of prayers, that perfects and concludes the phase of 

«penance», but rather the person’s commitment to change. Assuming the 

commitment to embark on a path of moral discernment in the «external 

forum» before the ecclesial authority, not only helps the person to dig deep 

into their own conscience, but above all serves to ensure decisions that are 

more just, which could only be made with difficulty within the act of 

sacramental confession. To use traditional terms, we could say that this 

commitment is the «penance»: a proposition not only to «not do it again», 

but also to complete a path that was already begun prior to the confession, 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

and ask, 10, 20, 30, 40 minutes.... “And why was it done? And how?...” — it is not 

necessary to question where the Father’s grace has already intervened; it is not permis-

sible to violate a person’s sacred space in his relationship with God». FRANCIS, Address 

to the Missionaries of Mercy, 10/04/2018, AAS 110 (2018) 607-608. 
24

 The deferment of absolution, therefore, is a decision characterized by excep-

tionality: «Il confessore eviti qualsiasi specie di intransigenza, non parli mai di “rifiuto” 

oppure “negazione”; un termine come “rinviare” oppure “posporre” l’assoluzione sareb-

be più consono alla delicatezza della situazione […] le porte devono rimanere spalan-

cate». K. DEMMER, Medicina salutis. La pastorale del sacramento della riconciliazione. 

Handbook for student use, Roma 1996
2,
, 43. 

25
 «Absolution for clerical offenders can raise suspicion. This applies all the more as 

many do not see the church as a neutral mediator or third party. In light of these 

concerns, it is crucial to emphasize that a confession does not replace a judicial 

inquiry». H. ZOLLNER, «The Child at the Center: What Can Theology Say in the Face of 

the Scandals of Abuse?», Theological Studies 80 (2019) 701-702. 
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not on account of the confessor’s ability but thanks to the grace of God
26

. 

This commitment ought to remain such also in the terminology used. In 

contrast to «penance», this terminology would appear in greater conformity 

with the structure and dynamic of the sacrament, wherein the conscience of 

the subject is called to place himself before the demands of Grace and, 

thereby, of the validity of the absolution which responds back to paths 

known only to God. 

 

3.2  The Competent Authority in the Context of Confession 

The primary authority of reference for the confessor is the ecclesial 

authority competent to carry forth the penitential path, of which the 

confession represents only one phase. 

The historical development of penitential discipline demonstrates how, 

starting in the 6
th
 century and with the diffusion of so-called private 

penance, priests became ministers of the sacrament. This had previously 

been reserved to Bishops, who regulated and celebrated the sacrament in 

the entirety of its community dimension. The priest, who with ordination 

already possessed the power of remitting sins, was bound by the concession 

of a further attribution on the part of the episcopal authority in order to 

validly celebrate it. The Bishop, to whom the pastoral care of the local 

Church is entrusted, thus remained solely responsible for the sacrament; 

this role was consolidated with successive reflections on the need for 

«jurisdiction». Current legislation calls this a «faculty», a terminological 

change determined by the fact that the term jurisdiction is now employed to 

indicate the power of governance, wherein the absolution of sins does not 

enter. Through the regulation of this faculty, the Bishop continues, in a 

certain way, to occupy his role as the responsible and guarantor of the 

penitential discipline, in view of the protection not only of the rights of the 

faithful, but also of the sacrament’s ecclesial dimension. The minister does 

not confess according to a private title, but rather in a public dimension. 

Indeed, he authorizes the faithful to return to their life as an active member 

                                                             
26

 «Reconciliation is not, as is often thought, our private initiative nor the result of 

our diligence. If that were so, we would fall into that form of neo-pelagianism that tends 

to overestimate man and his projects, forgetting that the Saviour is God and not us. We 

must always emphasize, but especially with regard to the Sacrament of Reconciliation, 

that the first initiative is the Lord’s; it is he who precedes us in love, but not in a 

universal form: case by case. He precedes in every case, with every person». FRANCIS, 

Address to the Missionaries of Mercy (cf. nt. 23), 606. 
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of the community, of which the Bishop, as head, is the visible interpretive 

prolongation. 

Self-reporting to the Bishop both adds another significant phase to the 

penitential path and begins the process of the necessary involvement of the 

civil authority
27

. It cannot be the responsibility of the priest, within the act 

of confession, to evaluate with the penitent all aspects involved in the 

incident, as, for example, the need to hear and consider the wishes of the 

victim. Conversely, the Bishop, having received the report in the external 

forum, will act in due compliance with the legislation in force in his own 

State. 

 

4. When the Penitent, who committed the Sin, is a Cleric 

Before any analysis of the specific circumstances inherently related to 

the cleric, we must reaffirm the gravity of abuse, primarily in relation to the 

victim, the person violated. The act that concerns a cleric who abuses is 

characterized by a certain specificity that can never be considered as a 

momentary weakness, as though to excuse its gravity
28

. Indeed, we are 

dealing with a delict that distorts the very being of a priest in his 

sacramental dimension, as a transparent and attractive sign of Christ. Of 

course, this falsification takes place every time the priest betrays his being 

and his mission, but here, in the context of abuse, it assumes its own 

                                                             
27

 «L’abuso sessuale di minori e persone vulnerabili non solo infrange la legge divina 

ed ecclesiastica, ma è anche un comportamento criminale pubblico. La Chiesa non vive 

in un mondo isolato di sua creazione. La Chiesa vive nel mondo e con il mondo. Coloro 

che si sono resi colpevoli di un comportamento criminale sono giustamente responsabili 

nei confronti dell’autorità civile per quello che hanno fatto. Sebbene la Chiesa non sia 

un agente dello Stato, essa tuttavia riconosce l’autorità legittima della legge civile e 

dello Stato. Pertanto la Chiesa collabora con le autorità civili in tali contesti per rendere 

giustizia ai sopravvissuti». O. GRACIAS, «Accountability (il dover rendere conto) in una 

Chiesa collegiale e sinodale», in Consapevolezza e purificazione. Atti dell’incontro per 

la tutela dei minori nella Chiesa, Città del Vaticano 21-24 February 2019, Città del 

Vaticano 2019, 68. 
28

 «You have forfeited the esteem of the people of Ireland and brought shame and 

dishonor upon your confreres. Those of you who are priests violated the sanctity of the 

sacrament of Holy Orders in which Christ makes himself present in us and in our 

actions. Together with the immense harm done to victims, great damage has been done 

to the Church and to the public perception of the priesthood and religious life». 

BENEDICT XVI, Pastoral letter to the Catholics of Ireland, 19/03/2010, n. 7, AAS 102 

(2010) 213. 
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particular gravity by reason of the victims’ vulnerability
29

. All this requires 

that, for the truth of repentance, the cleric himself must both «feel» and 

manifest the need to present himself to the Bishop, placing into his hands 

his life as a priest and the exercise of his ministry. 

In this sense, we may also reconsider the criteria of «zero tolerance». In 

the ministry of confession, this criterion must be commensurate with the 

penitent’s right to forgiveness, because no crime annuls the faithful’s right 

to receive forgiveness when he is repentant. Outside of confession, 

however, this criterion must never be attenuated. In this way, for example, 

in the case of a cleric, the Bishop or Superior must never permit, or even 

suggest, a so-called «settlement», since the cleric is not a «private» person. 

The justification that has been shared and propagated in certain 

authoritative circles, according to which this type of agreement would not 

entail an admission of guilt, is incomprehensible
30

. On the contrary, the 

very request for and acceptance of a settlement always indicates re-

cognition of the criminal fact and, therefore, an admission of guilt. Scandal 

among the faithful is grave: good common sense cannot ignore that the 

cleric is attempting to flee from justice. If he is innocent, he must defend 

himself; if he is guilty, he must accept his punishment. 

 

5. When the Penitent, who committed the Sin and is responsible for the 

Crime, is a not a Cleric 

Despite differences with respect to the above case, the common 

denominator of baptismal co-responsibility is the foundation for an equal 

dignity and equal responsibility with regard to the demands rooted in the 

sacrament of Reconciliation. Also in the case of a non-ordained member of 

the faithful, it is necessary that the Bishop be the one responsible for the 

completion of the sacramental itinerary. When we say Bishop, we are of 

course considering also those structures, ever more common in dioceses, 

created by the Bishop or otherwise subject to him. Of course, the Bishop 

has greater «power» over clerics; regardless, even the non-cleric, once 

convinced of the need to «denounce» as required for absolution, could be 

                                                             
29

 «Il existe des actes en contradiction absolue avec le message évangélique et qui, 

sans préjuger de la capacité des personnes à une véritable contrition, ne permettent plus 

d’envisager qu’ils assument leur fonction au milieu de la communauté des fidèles». 

E. BOUDET, «Les atteintes commises par des ministres de l’Église: que dit le droit de 

l’Église catholique?», Revue d’étique et de théologie morale 300 (2018) 127. 
30

 The topic is only given brief mention here out of respect for the limitations posed 

by the title of this contribution. 
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suitably helped within the ecclesial structures to take up the path of making 

reparation for damage caused, also in light of the civil legislation in force 

in each State. 

It will be the confessor’s obligation to indicate how to reach such 

competent authorities
31

, advising the abuser that, in any event, it is 

necessary that the delict become object of an investigation outside of the 

sacrament of penance. If the penitent accepts, it is not possible to withhold 

absolution, nor should the confessor wait for the penitent to turn himself in. 

 

6. When the Penitent is the Victim 

At first glance, this case would seem to fall outside the limits of our 

reflection. Yet, it could happen that the confessor is the victim’s only 

«person of trust». Remaining in a juridical perspective, and presupposing 

the necessary pastoral questions regarding welcoming, it is the task of the 

confessor to instruct the penitent on his or her rights and obligations. The 

Note of the Penitentiary affirms, to this end: 

Should there be a penitent who has been a victim of the evil of others, it will 

be the concern of the confessor to instruct him regarding his rights as well as 

about the practical juridical instruments to refer to in order to report the fact in 

a civil and/or ecclesiastical forum to invoke justice. 

The wise prudence of the confessor in this case lies in not allowing for 

names to emerge during the penitent’s free narration. The confessor is to 

help, but only with the aim of offering the victim necessary and useful 

indications for the process to be undertaken outside of confession. The 

confessor must not run the risk of learning facts that are unnecessary for the 

ends proper to confession and which could, instead, «implicate» him, 

especially civilly, as a person with knowledge of the facts. It is not a 

question of cunning, but rather of guiding the confession back to its natural 

course when the content no longer regards the penitent’s own fault. 

It could, moreover, happen that victims blame themselves, feeling that 

they share responsibility for the crime. In this case, the confessor has a 

wide field of intervention and, if the conditions so suggest, could invite the 

penitent to pursue this path in the «external forum». 

 

  

                                                             
31

 Here we may add the confessor’s obligation to be adequately informed of such 

structures or persons, and to be able to give precise indications of these in the 

confessional. 
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7. When the Penitent is a Third Party 

Let us consider the case in which, in the act of sacramental confession, 

the penitent recounts «facts» relating to this matter and which could 

constitute a crime, but which involve a third party and do not implicate the 

penitent personally. This could be the typical case of a person who comes 

to confession to «wash their hands» of the situation and «put their 

conscience at ease», unloading onto the confessor the responsibility for a 

decision on what course of action to take. This might be the most difficult 

case for the confessor, given the consequences that certain civil 

jurisdictions would like to draw regarding his responsibility. It would 

appear opportune that the confessor stop the penitent before he or she 

enters into detail regarding specific facts or persons, and that he offer the 

necessary and opportune indications regarding the seal and the benefit of 

dealing with similar questions outside of confession. The confessor, indeed, 

is called to «welcome» only those in whom he perceives, from the 

beginning, the presence of a profound contrition for their own errors. 

Here we are faced with the challenge of the seal, such that the context of 

confession might become the beginning of a judicial process leading to the 

truth. In order to help the penitent, who has direct knowledge of the acts 

and persons involved, to be responsible, the confessor will seek to indicate 

possible avenues, such as speaking to other persons of trust outside of the 

sacrament. 

Can the confessor exempt himself from this responsibility only because 

it is not the direct object of the penitent’s confession? Could the confessor 

propose to act «in the external forum» whenever the penitent wishes to 

«free» him from this bond, repeating the narration outside of confession 

and, perhaps, at a time and place typical of the «external forum»? 

 

8. Obligations of the Confessor with Regard to the Civil Justice 

System
32

 

We must still examine the other element in the above-quoted Note of the 

Penitentiary, which affirms that «it is never permissible, as a condition for 

absolution, to place on the penitent the obligation to turn himself in to civil 

justice», thus offering a clear criterion for action which contrasts both 

various lines of thought, in addition to the proposed or enacted legislation 

of certain States. 

                                                             
32

 Inquiring into the sense and reach of this notion is useful, though beyond the limits 

of this reflection. 
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In the canonical realm, there is no shortage of authors who have 

defended this criterion: the obligation to turn oneself over to civil 

authorities would have no link to confession, as they are two distinct 

sectors and orders
33

. The confessor, then, must limit himself to inviting the 

penitent to report himself to the civil authorities
34

. We are in agreement 

with this position, though not fully. It seems incoherent with the theological 

structure of the sacrament to confine the obligation of denunciation to the 

civil authority to the sole realm of the personal responsibility and decision 

of the penitent
35

. 

Indeed, the ontology and dynamic of the sacrament of penance require 

that the penitent, beyond amending himself at a personal level, must 

respond to the demands of justice which, in order to truly be such, cannot 

be reconfigured as pertaining to a solely private realm, with the consequent 

risk of being falsely ecclesial. 

Moreover, we do not consider that the obligation to turn oneself over to 

the civil justice necessarily entails the danger of violating the seal
36

. No one 

forces the penitent to reveal the «why» at the origin of this action. 

 

9. When Confession Becomes the Setting for Abuses 

From the perspective of this case, we may recall that which is typified in 

the delict of solicitation, configured in canons 1387 CIC and 1458 CCEO. 

This delict is unfortunately also committed with minors and vulnerable 

adults. The sacrament of reconciliation can become the place and time for 

identifying potential victims, but also for committing a delict, with the 

                                                             
33

 «The sacrament of Penance deals with sin and mercy; the state deals with crime 

and punishment». M. MULLANEY, «Mandatory Reporting and the Seal of Confession», 

The Furrow 62 (2011) 526. 
34

 «While a confessor must advise the penitent of the need to report the abuse to the 

civil authorities, he cannot impose this as a penance». M. MULLANEY, «Mandatory Re-

porting» (cf. nt. 33), 526. 
35

 «It is a different matter altogether for a confessor to give firm and clear direction 

to the penitent to report their abuse to the civil authorities. Such a step on the part of the 

penitent would be a personal decision, not because the penance demanded it». 

M. MULLANEY, «Mandatory Reporting» (cf. nt. 33), 527. 
36

 Mullaney very wisely recognizes that «penance or “satisfaction” is not the “price” 

paid for sins confessed, but an expression of the penitent’s contrition». However, he 

adds: «penance is directly connected with the sacrament and any penance that would 

publicly manifest the matters discussed in confession would risk indirectly betraying the 

seal. The impositions of such a penance would fatally undermine the regard the faithful 

have for confession as an encounter with the mercy of God». M. MULLANEY, «Man-

datory Reporting» (cf. nt. 33), 526-527. 
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aggravating factor of the dominant position of power that the confessor 

assumes in the exercise of sacramental ministry
37

. The modalities of the 

delict of solicitation are broader than that which concerns the direct 

involvement of the confessor in the criminal act
38

. This delict is committed 

whenever the confessor, in confession, not only encourages the penitent to 

sin with a third party, but also simply if, in confession, he teaches or 

approves of behaviors of the penitent that are contrary to the moral 

teachings of the Church
39

. Together with solicitation, penal legislation 

considers the absolution of one's accomplice; when this occurs in the realm 

of an abuse, it devastates the priestly ministry
40

. 

All of these cases, in addition to corresponding to a specific penal 

regime, bring out the fundamental right/obligation of the Christian faithful 

to denounce to the competent authority any sign of unsuitability perceived 

in the confessor. 

                                                             
37

 «In clergy abuses, three specific challenges have been faced with regard to the 

sacrament of reconciliation: (1) in some cases, the confession itself turned into a locus 

delicti; (2) in addition, many victims see it as a situation in which the “power differ-

ence” became visible; (3) furthermore, priests have “often identified potential victims 

and their vulnerability in the confessional, leading them to begin the grooming 

process”». H. ZOLLNER, «The Child at the Center» (cf. nt. 25), 701. 
38

 Regarding this crime, see D. CITO, «Il delitto di sollecitazione in confessione», in 

C. PAPALE, ed., I delitti contro il sacramento della Penitenza riservati alla Congre-

gazione per la Dottrina della Fede, Città del Vaticano 2016, 68-69. 
39

 «A confessor encouraging a penitent, in the act, occasion or context of a sacra-

mental confession, to commit a sin against the sixth commandment of the Decalogue 

with another person. What I would call passive solicitation (if one can truly speak of a 

passive crime) is more insidious and, perhaps, more common. It consists in the con-

fessor approving a behavior of the penitent that is contrary to the sixth commandment. 

For example, if a confessor does not correct a penitent who thinks that the use of 

contraceptives is licit, or that premarital sex is not a sin against the sixth commandment, 

or that masturbation is not really a sin, or that any other behavior contrary to the moral 

teaching of the Church about the sixth commandment is not sinful, this also considered 

by some canonists as a form of sollecitatio contra sextum». J.P. KIMES, «Crimes against 

the Sacrament of Penance in the two Codes», in C. PAPALE, ed., I delitti contro il 

sacramento della Penitenza (cf. nt. 38), 68-69. 
40

 «Afin de minimiser le sentiment de culpabilité ou de faciliter un comportement de 

prédation, le confesseur propose d’entendre en confession son complice (pour les rela-

tions consenties) ou pire encore la personne abusée, afin de lier un pacte de silence entre 

les différents protagonistes. Là encore, le sacrilège aggrave la responsabilité du clerc 

délinquant». E. BOUDET, «Les atteintes commises par des ministres de l’Église» (cf. nt. 

29), 122. 
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In this context, at the risk of being accused of being stuck in the past, it 

appears opportune to recall the praxis of the confessional crate fixa and to 

repropose the anonymous practice of the sacrament of Reconciliation. It is 

impossible to disagree with those who, in the matter of abuses, see the 

traditional confessional as a weapon of insurance and defense for the priest, 

especially in the context of civil juridical systems that do not recognize the 

inviolability of the seal
41

. 

The screened confessional traditionally served the function of safe-

guarding the necessary level of discretion and confidentiality, also because: 

The right of every member of the faithful to confess their own sins without 

revealing their own personal identity is guaranteed, as is the right of every 

member of the faithful (confessor and penitent) to defend their own integrity 

and honor from any sort of danger or suspicion
42

. 

Emblematic is the position of the Legislator, who defended its value in 

the face of requests to move beyond this modality
43

. 

 

10. The Bishop and the Formation of Confessors 

The topic of the confessor’s responsibility naturally entails certain 

possible responsibilities on the part of the Bishop. If, on the one hand, the 

Bishop is not an employer and «the bond of canonical subordination of the 

presbyter to his own Bishop is limited to the realm of the exercise of 

ministry and, thus, to those acts directly connected to it, as well as the 

general obligations of the clerical state»
44

, on the other hand, there are not 

many areas removed from the vigilance of the bishop, given that can. 384 

(CCEO can. 192 §4) extends the obligation of the Bishop to seeing that 

presbyters obligationes suo statui proprias adimpleant. This obligation 

                                                             
41

 Cf. T. MBADIWE OSUALA, «Sigilo sacramenyal y denuncia obligatoria del abuso de 

menores» (cf. nt. 18), 238. 
42

 T. RINCÓN-PÉREZ, La liturgia e i sacramenti nel diritto della Chiesa, Roma 2014, 

309 (our translation). 
43

 The norm of this canon led to no shortage of doubts, both interpretative and 

applicative in nature. In particular, it was asked whether the confessor was always ob-

liged to accept the penitent’s decision or, on the contrary, whether the canon protected 

also the confessor’s right to determine the modality. The response is given in PONTIFI-

CAL COUNCIL FOR LEGISLATIVE TEXTS, Responsa ad propositum dubium: de loco 

excipiendi sacramentales confessiones, 7/07/1998, AAS 90 (1998) 711. 
44

 PONTIFICAL COUNCIL FOR LEGISLATIVE TEXTS, Note of 12 February 2004, Com-

municationes 36 (2004) 35 (our translation). We will not enter into the question of the 

limitations of the Norm, determined in any event by the «politics» of the time, neces-

sitating such an intervention. 
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necessarily entails a sort of sense of responsibility that exceeds the respect 

for merely positive regulations
45

. 

Omissive conduct here could become criminal by reason of «neglecting 

to use adequate measures in order that one’s own behavior does not lead to 

the violation of the norm»
46

. This diligence is presumed of a «prudent» 

person, or in any event of a person holding an office that presupposes 

certain requirements of its titleholder
47

. 

We will now briefly examine only a few of the «formative» circum-

stances that are relevant to the topic at hand. 

 

10.1  The Path of Formation 

For many years now, each time that we address the deficits observed in 

the exercise of priestly ministry, there is a mantra that seems to be 

repeated: «it is the seminary’s fault». Certainly, the seminary is, and must 

be, subject to continual revisions, in order that it may correspond to the 

needs of our time, but it will always be difficult for an itinerary of 

formation to offer up a «final product»
48

. 

The case of abuses highlights the need to reconsider the composition of 

formation teams, which, in this field, ought furthermore to involve 

women
49

. Despite provisions established by the new Ratio
50

, this has not 

                                                             
45

 On the contrary: «è limitato a tutto quanto riguarda lo stato proprio dei presbiteri, 

ma non costituisce un dovere generalizzato di vigilanza su tutta la loro vita». 

PONTIFICAL COUNCIL FOR LEGISLATIVE TEXTS, Note (cf. nt. 45), 35. 
46

 V. DE PAOLIS – D. CITO, Le sanzioni nella Chiesa. Commento al Codice di diritto 

canonico. Libro VI, Città del Vaticano 2000, 350 (our translation). 
47

 Cf. D. ASTIGUETA, «Abuso de potestad», in Diccionario General de Derecho 

Canónico, I, Cizur Menor 2012, 96. 
48

 «I presbiteri appena ordinati hanno ancora bisogno di essere aiutati e accompagnati 

per consolidare la formazione raggiunta e avviare l’inserimento nel vivo del ministero. 

Il curricolo del seminario, infatti, non va inteso come un percorso compiuto, ma come 

una preparazione a un ministero sempre aperto al rinnovamento, alla conversione, all’at-

tenzione avveduta ai mutamenti culturali e sociali». CONFERENZA EPISCOPALE ITALIA-

NA, La formazione dei presbiteri nella Chiesa italiana. Orientamenti e norme per i 

seminari (terza edizione), Città del Vaticano 2007, n. 125. 
49

 «Possono fare parte della squadra dei formatori, in particolare nel discernimento 

delle vocazioni. In questo campo abbiamo bisogno del parere delle donne, della loro 

intuizione, della loro capacità di cogliere il lato umano dei candidati, il loro grado di 

maturità affettiva o psicologica». M. OUELLET, «Per formare preti, servono più donne», 

Donne Chiesa mondo (mensile de L’Osservatore Romano) n° 89 (2020) 10. 
50

 «The presence of women in the Seminary journey of formation has its own 

formative significance. They can be found as specialists, on the teaching staff, within 
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been sufficiently adopted
51

. The role of the human sciences plays a 

fundamental role. If, on the one hand, we affirm the need to be open to the 

collaboration of these fields, especially psychology, this will unfortunately 

remain at the level of a «desire» as long as fundamental legislation does not 

establish it as obligatory, and instead relegates it to the si casus ferat of a 

strictly therapeutic intervention
52

, limiting its authority in formation
53

. In 

this area, particular norms are now providing for tools that exceed the 

bonds of the Ratio
54

. 

What are the models of formation in the seminaries, including those 

seminaries of the young Churches from which an ever-greater number of 

priests present in the Churches of ancient Christendom come? Is the 

seminary still a time of «trial»
55

 or, on the contrary, is the formative path 

completed under «anesthesia», so to speak, especially in those places 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

the apostolate, within families, and in service to the community. Their presence also 

helps to instill a recognition of how men and women complement one another». 

CONGREGATION FOR CLERGY, The Gift of the Priestly Vocation. Ratio Fundamentalis 

Institutionis Sacerdotalis, 8 December 2016, Vatican City 2016, n. 151. 
51

 «Credo che questo testo necessiti di ulteriori aperture e sviluppi. Siamo ancora in 

una concezione clericale della formazione che si sforza di progredire ma rimanendo 

nella continuità di ciò che si è fatto. Ci sono elementi in più riguardo alla formazione 

umana, ma credo che sia ancora molto carente per quanto riguarda l’integrazione della 

donna nella formazione». M. OUELLET, «Per formare preti, servono più donne» (cf. nt. 

49), 10-11. 
52

 «During formation for the priesthood, the presence and contribution of experts in 

certain disciplines is helpful, owing to their professional abilities and for the support 

they can give, where particular situations call for it». Ratio Fundamentalis (cf. nt. 50), 

146. 
53

 «It is useful for the Rector and other formators to be able to count on the co-

operation of experts in the psychological sciences. Such experts [...] cannot be part of 

the formation team». Ratio Fundamentalis (cf. nt. 50), 192. This is an exhortation, 

citing the previous Orientations of 2011 without the addition of any formative content. 
54

 «Oltre alla documentazione stabilita dal diritto universale, particolare e proprio, 

venga sempre richiesto ai candidati agli ordini sacri e alla vita consacrata di sottoporsi a 

una valutazione specialistica effettuata da un esperto approvato dall’Ordinario, che 

possa ragionevolmente escludere che il candidato sia affetto da deviazioni sessuali 

ovvero da disturbi della personalità o da altri disturbi psichiatrici, che possano incidere 

sul controllo degli impulsi sessuali, favorendo la commissione di reati sessuali o 

l’assunzione di comportamenti sessuali inappropriati». CONFERENZA EPISCOPALE 

ITALIANA E CONFERENZA ITALIANA SUPERIORI MAGGIORI, Linee guida per la tutela dei 

minori e delle persone vulnerabili, 24/06/2019, n. 4.3, consultable on the official 

website of the Italian Church- Service «tutela dei minori». 
55

 For the requirement prescribed for the licit conferral of orders: probatione ad 

normam iuris peracta (can. 1025 §1). 
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experiencing a shortage of clergy? In place of previous forms of anesthesia, 

today we are substituting others, perhaps more diabolical than those that 

came before. We might think of the paternalistic way in which young men 

today are invited to continue in formation, trusting in Grace and the 

Sacrament which, once received, will help to resolve their problems. 

The Bishop should be in the wise position of he who discerns with 

«external» involvement regarding the various phases of formation, 

conducted with respect for dynamics that would require clarifying 

interventions
56

. What meaning and what breadth should be given to the 

norm according to which the admission to orders pertains to the prudent 

judgement of the Bishop/major Superior (can. 1029 CIC)? 

 

10.2  Permanent Formation and the Faculty to Hear Confessions 

With regard to confessors, we must move beyond the conception of a 

type of permanent formation that is characterized almost exclusively by the 

intellectual dimension
57

. Bishops’ oversight of the practice of spiritual 

accompaniment and the supervision of pastoral service often proves very 

disappointing or, even worse, altogether non-existent
58

. Statistical analyses 

increasingly reveal the need for prolonged accompaniment after the first, 

immediately post-seminary phase
59

. In this context, the situation of abuses 

                                                             
56

 Such as, for example, the time (number of years) required for formation; the 

relationship between spiritual director and other formators, which currently leads to too 

many misunderstandings in the handling of «internal forum» and «external forum»; the 

presence of «parallel» rectors and spiritual directors; the ambiguous and damaging fig-

ure of the «spiritual life moderator», etc. 
57

 As, unfortunately, emerges from legislation of the CIC, which in can. 279 goes no 

further than recommending studies. 
58

 «Cela semble une évidence, pourtant la pratique fait apparaître que parmi les 

clercs, peu nombreux sont ceux qui ont un accompagnement spirituel régulier ou encore 

une supervision de leurs pratiques pastorales. Cette situation est le fruit de la culture du 

cléricalisme et de l’absence de la reddition de compte, mais aussi du relativisme et de 

l’individualisme du temps». S. JOULAIN, «Le cléricalisme et les abus sexuels sur 

mineurs. Un défi pour le pontificat du pape François», Revue d’étique et de théologie 

morale 300 (2018) 112. 
59

 «L’età media del primo abuso da parte di un chierico è di circa 40 anni (più tardi 

che nella popolazione generale, e certamente più tardi che nelle persone affette da pedo-

filia) e avviene mediamente 11-14 anni dopo l’ordinazione […] i fattori di stress lavoro 

correlato, l’isolamento, l’abuso di alcol, medicine, droghe illegali, la mancanza di com-

petenza sociale (ad esempio nel rapporto con parrocchiani o superiori), lo scarso grado 

di maturità o disturbi psichici, rappresentino fattori di rischio da monitorare con atten-

zione». S. LASSI, «Quasi mai chi abusa è da poco prete», L’Avvenire, 24.01.2020, 10. 
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calls us back to a serious consideration and «recuperation» of the sense of 

reserving to the Bishop the concession of the faculty for hearing 

confessions. The priest is subject to a natural, experience-based evolution 

that passes through specific «crises». He is a relational figure. However, if 

this is true in general, it is also the reason for a greater commitment to 

formation in those complex relationships that the sacrament of confession 

entails
60

. What type of specific psycho-therapeutic preparation is prescribed 

prior to granting the faculty to confess? 

The Bishop can and must intervene, and has various means at his 

disposal that would adequately support the young confessor in early 

experiences, perfecting his exercise of this ministry over time, and pre-

venting, or at least seeking to prevent the need to revoke the faculty, which 

always remains a possibility at the Bishop’s disposal
61

. 

What tools? These will be suggested by pastoral prudence, in light of 

particular situations: formation meetings, lessons with evaluations, etc. 

 

Conclusion 

Defending the inviolability of the seal does not entail an opposition to 

the obligation of reporting. In consideration of each type of penitent, the 

confessor must use all of the means at his disposal in order that the delict 

become known, and thus reported, to the religious and civil authorities. The 

sacrament of Reconciliation cannot be mistaken for a reporting office. New 

challenges faced by priests and new pastoral situations require a revision of 

seminary formation and, above all, a responsible vigilance on the part of 

the Bishop as regards the sacrament of Reconciliation, not only in the 

concession and verification of the faculty to confess, but also in all that 

concerns the right exercise of priestly ministry. The sad experience of those 

who have had to encounter and persecute abuses committed by clerics has 

led them to underline the particular responsibility of Bishops and 

Superiors
62

. But in order that the confessors of tomorrow might be better, it 

                                                             
60

 There are many valid and interesting suggestions and pathways indicated in 

G. SOVERNIGO, L’umano in confessione. La persona e l’azione del confessore e del 

penitente, Bologna 2003. 
61

 The faculty to habitually receive confessions is not to be revoked, except for a 

grave cause, cf. can. 974 §1 CIC and 726 §1 CCEO. 
62

 «Il Vescovo e il Superiore religioso dovrebbero esercitare la loro paternità spiri-

tuale vis-à-vis nei confronti dei sacerdoti affidati alle loro cure. Questa paternità si 

realizza attraverso l’accompagnamento con l’aiuto di sacerdoti prudenti e santi. La 

prevenzione è più efficace quando i Protocolli sono chiari e i Codici di condotta ben 

noti. La risposta alla cattiva condotta dovrebbe essere giusta e anche equilibrata. I 
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is necessary that the priests of today convert. This is also the condition for 

the flourishing or re-flourishing of vocations. Hope is nourished by the 

force of the Spirit. Nonetheless, it is an unfortunate discovery to see just 

how true Juvenal’s affirmation, originally made in a more worldly context, 

rings in the Church with regard to the sad object of these reflections: quis 

custodiet custodes?
63

. 
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Summary 

This article aims to examine the responsibility of the confessor in the area of 

the protection of minors and vulnerable adults. In this perspective it considers the 

cases where a penitent is an abuser, a victim, or a third party. Since it is not 

permitted to condition absolution on a prior self-denunciation to civil authorities, 

what space is left for the confessor as regards the penitent’s self-reporting in the 

external forum? What is the role of the Bishop, to whom the granting of the 

faculty to hear confessions is reserved? The article concludes with indications 

regarding priestly formation. 

Keywords: confessor; penitent; repentance; self-reporting and absolution; seal. 

 

Sommario 

Aspetti pratici nel sacramento di riconciliazione riguardanti la protezione 

dei minori e degli adulti vulnerabili 

Scopo di questo articolo è esaminare la responsabilità del confessore in ambito 

di protezione dei minori e adulti vulnerabili. In tale prospettiva vengono 

considerati i casi in cui il penitente è l’abusatore, la vittima o anche una terza 

persona. Poiché non è permesso condizionare l’assoluzione alla previa 

autodenuncia all’autorità civile, quale spazio resta al confessore circa la pur 

necessaria autodenuncia del penitente in foro esterno? Quale il ruolo del Vescovo 

al quale è anche riservata la concessione della facoltà di ascoltare le confessioni? 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

risultati dovrebbero essere chiari fin dall’inizio. Soprattutto, l’Ordinario ha la respon-

sabilità di garantire e promuovere il benessere personale, fisico, mentale e spirituale dei 

sacerdoti. I documenti del magistero su questo tema sottolineano la necessità di una 

formazione permanente e di momenti e luoghi in cui vivere la fraternità nel 

presbyterium». C.J. SCICLUNA, «Assunzione di responsabilità. Per il trattamento dei casi 

di crisi di abuso sessuale e per la prevenzione degli abusi», in Consapevolezza e 

Purificazione (cf. nt. 27), 40. 
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 IUVENALIS, Satura VI, 48-49. 
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In questa ottica l’articolo offre qualche indicazione anche in ambito di 

formazione al ministero sacro. 

Parole chiave: confessore; penitente; pentimento; autodenuncia e assoluzione; 

sigillo. 

 

 


